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M
ain M

essage
• Public policies at all level of government is the 
root cause of the racial homeownership and wealth 
gap

• Boston and the state knew about racially 
discriminatory actions and racially disparate 
effects and did nothing about it

• Significant wealth has been extracted from the 
Black and Latinex community in Roxbury as a result 
of public policy actions and inactions



W
here do w

e start
• Roxbury: a thriving community despite significant 
constraints.

Everything was right here. Dudley Station, the banks, the stores. 
Everything was in Lower Roxbury. The grocery stores … the shoemakers, 
the drugstores. They even had a movie theater – a couple of movies 
theaters in Roxbury. Lower Roxbury had everything that we needed. But 
urban renewal changed that.

- Lifelong Roxbury resident & homeowner

I could go to the store for my grandparents, and aunts, and cousins. 
There were all types of institutions … Newspapers … all types of 
stores. … the culture was different. We had a real community. People 
knew each other. …

- Second generation Roxbury resident & former Roxbury homeowner



W
here do w

e start

A Man Rests His Hand on the Shoulder of an Older Woman [in 
Madison Park], Photograph, ca. 1940-1950, Lower Roxbury 
Black History Project, http://hdl.handle.net/2047/D20197749. 
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• Roxbury: a thriving community despite significant 
constraints.
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H
ow

 did w
e get here

• Racial discrimination was 
institutionalized in federal 
home purchase policies
FHA guaranteed mortgages
VA guaranteed mortgages

• These policies were 
imposed upon the private 
sector
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I tried to buy another house and it didn’t go through. … the 

seller took back the mortgage on that house [and I paid 

monthly until it was paid down]. I did that for three or four 

houses, ‘cause they couldn’t sell the house because nobody could 

get financing. 

– Roxbury homeowner and property developer 



H
ow

 did w
e get here

• State highway 
planners ignored 
impacts of highway 
development on 
communities of color

Joint Board for the Metropolitan Highway Plan. 
“Master Highway Plan for the Boston Metropolitan Area.” 

Massachusetts Department of Public Works, February 1, 1948.
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• State highway planners ignored impacts of highway 
development on communities of color in Boston

Massachusetts Department of Public Works. “Annual report: July 1, 1963-June 30, 1964.” Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, December 2, 1964.
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Under existing highway legislation there are no requirements that 
highway agencies provide for the relocation needs of families and 
businesses displaced by expressway construction. 

Urban renewal legislation, however, specifically requires relocation 
plans for families displaced by renewal action and also requires that 
payments be made to families and businesses to cover the costs of moving. 

One of the beneficial aspects of joint expressway and urban 
renewal planning would be the lessening of the impact of 
relocation due to highway construction in areas that are also urban 
renewal projects.



H
ow

 did w
e get here

• City of Boston targeted Roxbury
• City of Boston ignored their own decision-making 
criteria

Source: “Some comparison between Washington Park and the North End.” Boston Redevelopment Authority, as 
archived by the Boston Public Library. Retrieved from https://archive.org/details/somecomparisonbe00
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• City of Boston knew that its urban renewal plans 
would cause widespread displacement of Black 
families.
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“Things were disappearing. You didn't know who was taking 
'em. It was like a bombed area. … Whole streets were missing. 

Streets were missing and they built some things on 'em
eventually. … 

It took a long time for many of these spaces to be filled up, and 
some of them still haven't been filled up.”

– Former Roxbury resident & homeowner
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There was also trauma on everyone during urban 

renewal. … life tracks were diverted. People were in a 

stable situation and then many people ended up in 

unstable situations in strange neighborhoods. Some 

people that I knew who weren’t criminals ended up 

being criminals Some people I knew, who didn't have 

substance problems ended up with substance problems.

- Second generation Roxbury resident
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Source: Oliphant, Thomas, and Janet Riddell. “A Closer Look 
at the Issue of ... Speculators.” Boston Globe, June 3, 1971. 

• BBURG line restricted Black 
and Latinex homeowners to 
certain neighborhoods
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• City of Boston makes excuses to ignore the racially 
disparate impacts of the BBURG line
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“… the roof needed repair, and at that time, it turned out, there was 

one inspector for the state. So 99 percent of the houses were not 

inspected. … I got at least one half of my roof done, and when I had 

money later on, I did the other half. … but that should have been 

covered in the inspection. 

The house had a [septic system]. And when I called to have it 

emptied… they didn’t believe the City of Boston had that anymore. … 

So, I went to ABCD and I got monies through them to [install sewer 

hookups].” 

- BBURG buyer, former Roxbury homeowner & resident



Lost w
ealth –

inflated hom
e prices 

during blockbusting era

• One household, 1970-
2021

• Savings account: 
$8,000 – $79,000

• Stock market investment: 
$547,000 – $1.4 million



Lost w
ealth –

disproportionate tax 
assessm

ent
• One Washington Park 
household, one year,
1970-2021

• Savings account: 
$2,000 – $5,600 

• Stock market investment: 
$39,000 – $100,000 



Lost w
ealth –

inflated interest 
rates today

• One household, 2020-2050

• Black borrowers: $50,000 – $250,000

• Latinex borrowers: $31,000 – $165,000



Lost w
ealth –

is likely larger

• Our economic analysis is focused on the impacts to 
individual homeowners. 

• Our estimates of economic impacts should be seen as 
conservative. 

• Future research will likely find that the true loss of 
wealth is significantly greater than we were able to 
estimate here



Final M
essage

Now is the time for redress.
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